The space-saving QCV (Quick
Compact Valve) from the
Belimo ZoneTight™ product
range sets new standards for
room and zone solutions. It is
now available as a 2-way
characterised control valve
with a nominal diameter of DN
20 and also as a 3-way
change-over ball valve with DN
15 and DN 20 nominal
diameters. These valves are
robust, flexible and tight-sealing.

The new PIQCV (Pressure
Independent Quick Compact
Valve) from the Belimo
ZoneTight™ product range
uses automatic and permanent
hydraulic balancing to supply
the precise amount of water
required at all times to all of the
heating and cooling elements,
providing ideal room comfort.
These valves are compact,
flexible and efficient.

The revolutionary Retrofit
Globe Valve Actuator is
equipped with a universal
neck and valve stem adaptor,
suitable for use with most
valves. Belimo has now
developed a Retrofit App
which determines the suitable
actuator using different
parameters. It can be used
everywhere - on site or in
the office.

The Multi-functional Belimo Energy Valve™
One optimised complete solution - Now cloud based.
The Belimo Energy Valve™ is an Internet of Things (IoT)
device – a smart connected pressure-independent valve that
measures and manages coil energy consumption by utilising
an embedded flow meter, along with supply and return water
temperature sensors. The Belimo Energy Valve™ also has
power control and Delta-T manager logics built in, that
monitors coil performance and optimises the heat transfer of
the coil by maintaining the Delta-T.
In addition to the already proven 2-way butterfly valve, Belimo is
now offering the even more flexible 3-way butterfly valve. In
combination with the new PR actuators they are the most
intelligent, energy efficient and reliable high flow solution in the
HVAC market. Belimo butterfly valves can be used universally as
tight closing 2-way & 3-way valves for open-close, change-over
and control applications (as mixing & diverting valves). This
flexibility is guaranteed by the energy-efficient and multifunctional
PR actuators. IP66/67 protection allows outdoor usage.
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